
Eye in the Sky
New exterior cameras see more,
adjust for night vision and can
even track movement

It’s Time for a
Security Upgrade.

You’ve changed the copier, computer system
and phone systems to take advantage of the
latest technology. Why leave the security system
out? Our new keypad has programmable
buttons making it easy to use. These new systems
are network compatible, making it easy for you
to view, use logs and remotely monitor your
system. Left work and not sure if you set the
alarm? Log in from home and check. Alarm
goes off in the middle of the night? Check your
cameras before leaving; restore and reset from
home.

Are your security personnel running to multiple
buildings? Give them the digital view and
control they need to protect your company, its
employees and clients. Bri-Tech is the leader in
intergrated electronic systems that save energy,
are easier to use and provide better information
to owners.

Digital Security and Surveillance for Corporations

Be Progressive



Protect one building, an entire
campus, or a nationwide enterprise.

Lobby Touch Screen
Directories and
Visitor Badging Systems

Automatic Gates

Card Access
and Employee

Badging
Systems

Protect one building, an entire
campus, or a nationwide enterprise.

Organized Controls - Our engineered
solutions are network ready and are
built around the best of breed
hardware.

Monitor and
control your
building by
computer or
optional
intuitive
touchscreen.

Complete Entry Solutions

Self checking
security virtually

eliminates
“False Alarms”

Integrated Systems Entry   Intrusion Controls     



Camera
Systems

viewable from
anywhere

As a provider of integrated security
solutions for some of Long Island’s most
recognizable corporations and
institutions, we have the experience to
develop systems for even the most
complex projects.
Consider having
our system
designers
evaluate your
facilities.

Fire Alarm Video Surveillance Engineering Service



A central  security post is always preferred; it not only
allows for accurate ID, it provides an “always there”
resource for medical and other emergencies.
Depending on your security needs additional
responsibil it ies can be given to this post l ike
monitoring emergency generators and other sub-
systems, all through Bri-Tech digital monitoring
systems. When integrated with lighting and HVAC
systems, your security post becomes an energy
management team. Speak to one of our integration
specialists to learn more.

The Sum is Greater than the Parts
when Systems Communicate.
1.   On intrusion, alarm camera systems switch to real-

time high resolution.

2.   Find with just a few clicks who was in the area -
camera views with integrated access control and
camera logs.

3.   E-mail video files to managers showing potential
risks.

4.   Have one security officer watch and control
multiple locations in real time, opening doors and
arming systems.

5.   Provide integrated audit trails of building activities
with camera, alarm status access control and
critical systems monitoring on one screen.

6.   Integrate with energy management for optimal
savings. Your security system can turn off lighting
and set back thermostats automatically.

829 Lincoln Avenue P: 631.563.8000
Bohemia, NY 11716 F: 631.244.8005
www.bri-tech.com info@bri-tech.com

State of the Art Electronics

Establish a Security Post


